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ABOUT INNOSKART

• **Innosskarta** - Founded in 2006, Innosskarta is an *Accredited Innovation Cluster* of *67 members* from across Hungary, mainly digital services.


• **Our mission** - Accelerating the digital transformation of Hungary by supporting the dialogue between digital service providers and industrial manufacturing companies, as well as knowledge and technology transfer.
INNOSKART OFFERINGS

• Cross-sectoral and horizontal strategic alliances. International projects and cooperation.
• Your bridgehead towards distribution and R&D in Central Europe
• Facilitating dialogue between digital service providers and user companies in EU
• Business and technology consulting, mentoring. Marketing and branding support.
• Thematic knowledge transfer and experience exchange. Industrial technology transfer support.
INNOSKART LOOKING FOR

• A strategic partner in the region – A South African cluster or association in the digital / agro-digital sector who might be our major partner in the region as well.

• Partners for joint submission – Submission of Euro-African projects e.g. Horizon.

• Our members – Looking for local partners for joint development and distributors.
Cubilog Ltd., founded in 2013, is a Hungarian innovation company that has developed cloud monitoring systems using state-of-the-art technologies.

OFFERED SERVICES/PRODUCTS

✓ Simplifying farmers’ lives, ensuring animal welfare
✓ End-to-end solution
✓ Predict changes and speed up intervention
✓ Optimization of production and storage
The Hungarian, privately owned Seacon Europe IT Development and Consulting Ltd. was established in 2005. Their main profile is planning and developing applications supporting business and production processes.

OFFERED SERVICES/PRODUCTS

✓ Cloud-based, integrated, modular system
✓ Common platform throughout the food chain
✓ Detailed and retrievable data and parameters
✓ Guaranteed quality levels
Since 2002 Mortoff has been one of the most respected IT consulting and services companies in Hungary and Central Europe.

OFFERED SERVICES/PRODUCTS

1. REACH Solutions
2. Web3 developments
3. AI-driven Machine Vision solution
accelerate digital transformation together
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